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Designed as a comic-like human face to avoid uncanny effects	

Hair, eyebrows, lips and frontal face parts are exchangeable	

Features stereo vision, stereo audio and a gyroscope	

Innovative magnetic actuation mechanism	

Custom design motor control boards	





More about Flobi: http://pub.uni-bielefeld.de/publication?ftext=flobi
[1]











running in virtual or hardware mode	

virtualizes controller boards in “-v mode”	

simulates motor characteristics (ramps, vel, etc.)
[2]




… how precise is our simulator?














Worked well, so far…	

Does not scale for multiple projects/test	

Time consuming configuration via GUI	

Not 100% deterministic (default Jenkins job scheduler)	

Requires profound “Jenkins knowledge” to setup test scenarios	



















Of course we will make FSMT open soon 
Thank you!
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